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	Graph Transformations and Model-Driven Engineering, 9783642173219 (3642173217), Springer, 2010

	This festschrift volume, published in honor of Manfred Nagl on the occasion of his 65th birthday, contains 30 refereed contributions, edited by five of his academic descendants. The types of papers vary significantly, including classic research papers in the style of journal articles, surveys of focused research areas, essays reflecting on certain research topics, and papers summarizing long-term work conducted by Manfred Nagl. The volume is structured in five parts: graph transformations, software architectures and reengineering, process support, embedded systems engineering as well as engineering design applications.


	Manfred Nagl has been a very active, productive researcher with great impact in a number of different areas, e.g., graph transformations and their applications to a wide range of disciplines, software engineering environments, engineering design processes, and software architectures.We—five of his numerous academic descendants — were influenced deeply by Manfred’s work. For this reason, we decided to prepare this volume, which was edited in his honor on the occasion of his 65th birthday. A “pre-release” (book of abstracts) was presented to Manfred at a celebration at RWTH Aachen University in June 2009. The complete volume followed when Manfred received an honorary doctorate from the University of Paderborn in November 2010.
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Make an Arduino-Controlled Robot (Make: Projects)Make Books, 2012

	
		Building robots that sense and interact with their environment used to be tricky. Now, Arduino makes it easy. With this book and an Arduino microcontroller and software creation environment, you’ll learn how to build and program a robot that can roam around, sense its environment, and perform a wide variety of tasks. All you to...



		

Winning the Institutional Investing Race: A Guide for Directors and ExecutivesApress, 2014

	The complexity of investments continues to grow, and institutional pools of capital from endowments to pension funds are suffering from too much risk and not enough return. Yet managing these investments and creating and implementing governance structures are seldom an integral part of the organization’s core mission or its operations....


		

The Handbook of GeoscienceScarecrow Press, 2013

	Written in an engaging and highly readable style, The Handbook of Geoscience is ideal for students, administrators, legal professionals, non-scientific professionals, and general readers with little or no science background. This handbook is a user-friendly overview of our...





	

Professional Visual Basic 6 Web ProgrammingWrox Press, 1999
Visual Basic 6 is ready to take on the Internet with a variety of options for Web development, both on the server and client side. That's the argument of Professional VB6 Web Programming, a wide-ranging tour of the strengths of VB for Internet development on the Microsoft DNA platform. This book provides essential information for...

		

Cardiovascular Genomics (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2005

	Recognized scientists and clinicians from around the world discuss the most recent molecular approaches to understanding the cardiovascular system in both health and disease. The authors focus on all components of the system, including blood vessels, heart, kidneys, and the brain, and cover disease states ranging from vascular and cardiac...


		

Modern Multithreading : Implementing, Testing, and Debugging Multithreaded Java and C++/Pthreads/Win32 ProgramsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Master the essentials of concurrent programming,including testing and debugging
This textbook examines languages and libraries for multithreaded programming. Readers learn how to create threads in Java and C++, and develop essential concurrent programming and problem-solving skills. Moreover, the textbook sets itself apart from other comparable...
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